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EDITOR’S NOTE

I hope we can continue to pump out some great con-
tent. Next month I have a big battle report in place 
and hopefully some 2.0 news!

HPM

Issue 5! Although this issue had to be done on a 
shorter time scale due to vacations, I have been able 
to source content from many more places and I have 
had a few pledges for future scrolls. The goal of hav-
ing enough content and regular writers for a monthly 
release is getting closer. This is a great sign and if it’s 
an indication of the hobby itself growing then that’s 
great news as well.

With ETC happening last month and 2.0 being re-
leased in the near future, this edition has some great 
content: some reviews from the tournament and 
sneak peaks of the background compendium which is 
being released in the next few months. 

Personally, I have been organising a big 100 player 
event in Copenhagen which will be happening at the 
end of September. That has taken up a lot of my hob-
by time but I have also been trying to clear my paint-
ing table. Relatively unsuccessfully I might add. I have 
managed to finish my unit of Treekin though. 
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SPELLBOOK 101
Nicreap’s Ultimate Magic Guide V1.2 

This article is here to help all you guys out with trying to make sense of the magic phase. In this thread will 
be a brief guide on how to approach the magic phase, along with relevant tables to take into consideration 
when trying to plan your magic phase.

Overview of the Magic Phase:
In the Magic phase you need to use 2-12 dice to try 
and get spells off. Depending on the exact situation 
and the number of dice you have and your opponent's 
magic phase, that may be one game changing spell, or 
it may be many smaller spells. At the same time your 
opponent will be trying to use their 1-7 dispel dice to 
prevent you from casting your spells. To successfully 
cast a spell you must roll a value greater than or equal 
to the casting value. If you do so the spell is cast. Your 
opponent, if they wish to stop this spell must roll 
greater than or equal to that casting roll. 
To add into the complexity of this task there are mod-
ifiers that can increase or decrease the value of your 
roll, and best/worst case scenario you roll double 6's 
and get an extra dice but then have to roll on the mis-
cast table (not the dispeller). I am sure many of us can 
easily realize that if they cast a spell on a 12, 1 dice 
will not suffice. 2 dice may be able to cut it, but it's go-
ing to require a lot of luck. Most people are looking to 
reliably cast or reliably dispel an effect on the fewest 
dice possible, to maximize the impact of those dice. 

Generally, an 85% chance to succeed or greater is 
considered a "reliable" set of odds. The exact point 
any individual thinks the risk of failing surpasses the 
benefit of conserving dice is going to be an entirely 
individual affair based on each person’s own internal 
risk management philosophies. Also, the situation 
may also dictate heavily how many dice you use. If 
you need to stop your opponent's spell you may sim-
ply throw all your dice to guarantee that you stop the 
spell. Other times you might need 2 key spells and 
may make riskier casting attempts. Just know there 
is NO wrong way to approach a magic phase, just re-
member that you need to weigh the risk of failing and 
losing focus AND those magic dice, versus the gain of 
casting the spell. 

To help you try and judge how many dice you should 
consider using to cast or dispel I included three tables 
in this Ultimate Guide. Each table will tell you the odds 
of successfully casting a spell given the Casting value, 
how many dice you use, and whether you have dice 
to trigger the miscast bonus dice. It will also include 

the chance of miscasting using those rules/number of 
dice. This can be used to help inform your decisions 
on how many dice you are willing to risk on any given 
spell. To help you decide All the combinations of dice 
that produce a success chance of greater than 85% 
have been colour coded green. As a reminder this is 
just a guideline and not a hard and fast rule. 

To use these tables you must follow these steps: 
1) Determine if you are casting from Thaumaturgy use 
the Thaumaturgy table. Otherwise use the standard 
casting table. 
2) Find the Casting Value of the spell you wish to cast/ 
dispel.
3) For every -1 to your casting attempt (Casket of 
Phatep and maybe others cause this effect) move 
down one row on the table.
4) For every +1 to casting difficulty(the dwarves’ racial 
ability) move down one row on the table. 
5) Then for the row you are on compare the success 
chance.

How were the numbers obtained (Skip this part if 
you get easily confused with maths, statistics or are 
easily distracted by stationary)? 
I used a set of simulations to obtain these values. 
Statistics converge to a mean with large samples, so 
for each casting value and number of dice combina-
tion 1,000,000 dice rolls were made, and the average 
number of miscasts and successful casting attempts 
were calculated. These are the values represented 
here. I then compared it against the expected value 
for a standard casting table and all error was under 
1% for the values checked. While not the exact odds, 
it's close enough to make decisions by. 

Why no Bonus for overwhelming power for casting? 
The reason for this is simple. In most scenarios, a cast-
er will have at least a +1 to their casting value. If you 
miscast on 2 dice you will have a CV of 12 (your dou-
ble 6's) +1 (wizard level). This is a total of 13. With 
the exception of Hasten the Hour ALL the spells will 
automatically be cast if you get overwhelming pow-
er (Dwarves and The casket of Phatep may mess with 
the 13 cast spells).
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Why does only the Standard table go past 14? 
The reason for this is quite simple. The standard table 
also serves as the dispelling table. Currently, no spell 
in the game has a CV higher than 14. So when taking 
into account the special exceptions to the standard 
table there is no reason to go beyond 14 for casting 
spells. When dispelling there is no special effects play-
ers have access to, at least to my knowledge. To know 
how likely you are to dispel a given number, I gave an 
expanded table. Technically someone can cast all the 
way up to 39 (5 dice with miscast rolling a 6 on the ex-
tra dice and +3 to dispell). But at that point you aren't 
likely to stop them anyway. 

What does this mean? 
It means if you roll double 6's your spell will go off, 
the only benefit of the bonus dice is that it A) loses 
you a dice, and B) makes your spell that much harder 
to dispel. It offers no ability to make your spells more 
reliable. 

ISSUE #005 - SEPTEMBER 2017
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Why does Thaumaturgy have its own tables?
Thaumaturgy has its own table because it is a very 
special snowflake. In Thaumaturgy if you roll a 1, you 
MUST reroll it. This rerolling of 1's results in a much 
higher chance of casting spells when using Thauma-
turgy compared to normally casting spells. This in-
creased benefit does come with a rather hefty pen-
alty as well. If you miscast you always count as having 
used 1 extra dice for calculating the miscast table.
Furthermore, mark of change demons reroll 1's AND 
2's which also slightly changes the odds of casting 
any given spell. But the trade-off is there is a greater 
chance to miscast as well, and counting a miscast as 
+1 dice used, that is a substantial difference. 

What does this mean for Thaumaturgy users? 
It means for a normal thaumaturgy user you can cast 
all your spells on 4 or fewer dice (if using Book or Ar-
cane Power) so you don't need to consider the effects 
of a 6-dice used miscast. You can also cast the first 2 
spells somewhat reliably on 1 dice (with book of ar-
cane power). If you are a Courtesan of Lust life is a 
bit better still. You can reliably cast ANY Thaumaturgy 
spell on 3 or fewer dice, which minimizes the impact 
of miscasts. 

SPELLBOOK 101
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Why does Occultism have its own table? 
There is a spell in Occultism that allows the user to 
reroll their casting attempts. To that into considera-
tion I made separate tables for that. The first is if you 
were to only reroll failed casting attempts. The second 
is if you reroll miscasts AND failed casting attempts. 
As you can see the later, decreases your odds of mis-
casting, but it also decreases your success chances 
compared to only reroll failures. You may wonder why 
in rerolling miscasts you have a lower chance of mis-
casting than on 4 dice? The reason is actually quite 

simple. With 5 dice you are almost certain to cast any 
spell in this game, which means most of the rerolls 
you do are only of the miscasts. So instead of having 
a chance to roll into a miscast like on 4 or 3 dice, you 
are almost exclusively rolling out of them, hence the 
lower miscast odds.
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BACKGROUND & ARTS
On races and their magic

Beast Herds 
To the Beast Herds there is a strength to each herd, 
which is focused upon their totem. The belief of each 
member of the herd gives the totem a significance 
which a Soothsayer can tap into and bond to a group. 
But whether Beast magic comes from totems or the 
Soothsayer’s own skill, there is always a focus on gain-
ing advantage in the hunt – moving swiftly, ambush-
ing and seizing their prey by the throat.

Dread Elves 
The Dread Elves possess the elven affinity for magic 
almost as strongly as their noble kin. Yet where the 
Highborn have a focus on the world around them, the 
true power of magic for the elves of Silexia lies with-
in the mind. Even without magic, they are masters of 
manipulating emotions, fear most of all. Augmented 
with the power of the Immortal Realm, they are able 
to strike terror into the hearts of a most resolute foe. 
Their powers also lend weight to their reputation of 
striking from fog and shadow, disappearing without a 
trace, save for the stories left behind. More than any 
of their brethren, they view magic as a military art, an 
aid in battle.

Dwarven Holds 
Hold dwarves have never had the connection with 
magic of their eastern brethren. By contrast, the ac-
tive exercise of magic upon them has always proved 
difficult. Yet what they lack in shaping magic in the 
moment, they make up for by empowering objects. 
All cultures have some form of harnessing magic 
using items suited to those without magical talent 
themselves. Dwarves have, over centuries, refined 
a complex and subtle means of preparing items, al-
lowing them to achieve more precise results than 
any other. To think of the Holds as lacking in magic 
because they do not throw fireballs is to dramatically 
underestimate them.

Demon Legion 
The daemonic legions of the Dark Gods are not sim-
ply users of magic. To them it is air, water and food, 
essential to their survival and the medium through 
which they usually operate. Manifested in the Mor-
tal Realm, they are like a fish out of water, and rely 
upon the ambient magic, or whatever can be drawn 
through the Veil, to sustain themselves. But beyond 
their physical form, the world around them can be 
changed in unexpected and unnatural ways. Every 
daemon carries within them a seed of their Immortal 
heritage, and the ability to shape the world closer to 
their nature.

Empire of Sonnstahl 
Though Sunna and the other gods of the Sonnstahl-
er pantheon lend power to their servants, the true 
strength of magic for these humans lies in the teach-
ings of their academies and universities. They lack 
the mastery of the undead or coatl, with centuries to 
learn their craft, yet their capacity for specialisation 
and passing on detailed teachings down the ages has 
allowed them to rival many an ancient civilisation. 
Their wizards are academics for the most part, yet ca-
pable of bringing their studied talents to bear on a 
battlefield with devastating effect.

Highborn Elves
The elves of Celeda Ablan are masters of magic, only 
rivalled (and perhaps, though they would never ad-
mit it, exceeded) by the Coatl who once held them in 
bondage. Yet they have worked tirelessly to advance 
their grasp of the magic arts. Though theirs is not the 
innate and effortless application of the Saurians, with 
preparation they are able to exert an impressive level 
of control upon the environment around them, the 
elements and even magic itself.

We have been provided with a short description of how each of the factions in the 9th Age use magic. This 
should be taken as a thematic outline of how the races will be able to use magic on the upcoming 2.0 re-
lease!
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Infernal Dwarves 
Above all else, the Infernal Dwarves value power, and 
particularly power that others do not possess. In their 
search for a way to tap into the very core of the earth, 
they caused a disaster which made great swathes of 
the world uninhabitable. A natural affinity with and 
understanding of fire has meant flame and molten 
rock have always played a part in such endeavours. A 
combination of engineering and magic results in high 
risk enterprises, with enormous potential rewards.

Kingdom of Equitaine 
The lands of Equitaine contain mystery and magic at 
every turn. Sacred locations, mythical sites – every 
castle, hill, ancient tree, stone bridge; they all have 
legends and stories attached to them. This connec-
tion with the land, and the Lady who symbolises it, 
permeates every part of Equitan culture, including 
their magic. Enacted only by the purest hearts, due 
to fables of magic misused and the disastrous conse-
quences; magic calls upon the purity of others, and 
brings their intentions to bear upon the world, shap-
ing it into a more noble version of itself.

Ogre Khans  
In the heights of the Sky Mountains and across the 
plains of Augea, Ogres exert a magical influence 
which is anything but subtle. The Khans care not for 
the trickery of witches, the foretelling of seers, nor 
the balance of cosmologists. Theirs is a magic of fire, 
might and divine intervention. They bellow at the sky, 
call down the fury of their deities, turning ogre skin 
to stone and setting whole peaks alight. Even magic 
bends before the brute strength of the ogre and their 
shamans.

Orcs and Goblins  
To an Orc, the world is one great arena within which 
they will try to prove themselves the finest combat-
ant. While they won't shirk away from a fair fight, they 
are not averse to the additional edge magic can offer. 
Orc shamans often seek to draw on that raw vitality 
and fighting spirit to augment their soldiers in some 
way. Goblins have some proportion of the same spirit, 
yet they will go to any lengths possible to have the 
advantage before risking combat. Their sneaky nature 
is exemplified in their magic, seeking an edge, often 
by blinding or bewildering opponents.
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BACKGROUND & ARTS

Saurian Ancients  
The Saurian Ancients are believed to have used mag-
ic longer than any other race. The relationship of the 
Cuatl with magic is like breathing air – their pampered 
bodies reflecting the degree to which their mind has 
focused upon its use in spell craft. No longer requir-
ing the words or gestures, they are able to act and 
communicate telepathically and through others. Par-
adoxically, they value order and structure to such an 
extent that some of the wilder paths of magic are be-
yond philosophical acceptance, maybe even beyond 
intellectual grasp. Yet the paths they are able to use, 
they employ with exceptional skill, while making use 
of Skink practitioners to connect with their environ-
ment and the many beasts which complement their 
civilisation.

Sylvan Elves  
Like their brethren, the Sylvan Elves have an affinity 
with magic. Their mages feel the impact of it upon 
the land around them, and know how to shape the 
natural world. The Land Speaks to the Sylvan Elves 
where other races might just hear a whisper; hills, 
lakes and rivers, but none more than the trees. With 
many trees inhabited by supernal spirits, and others 
residing alongside, the Sylvan Elves have learned intu-
itive ways of coexisting and harmonising with nature, 
nudging it instead of breaking its laws.

Undying Dynasties  
Lying beneath eternal sands, sealed in tombs for cen-
turies, the Undying Dynasties know the workings of 
time as no others. Dedicating themselves to the pres-
ervation and restoration of their golden civilisations. 
It is only magic which permits them to escape the de-
cay of ages, and return their legions to unlife, time 
and time again. As they continually stir from their 
sarcophagi, the Pharaoh’s seek an age in which their 
society will never fall again.

Vampire Covenant  
Across the world, beneath the veneer of civilisation, 
vampires have worked under a cloak of shadow, 
turning death from an affliction to a weapon. Theirs 
is not a mere return to past life, instead they linger 
unchanged while turning the corpses of their foes 
into weapons of horrifying destruction. Their magic 
may be an extension of their own undying curse, yet 
it binds the buried dead to this world, forcing them to 
answer the vampire's call, or that of the necroman-
cer; mortals who have turned their hand to reach for 
death and felt its icy grasp.

Vermin Swarm 
The rise of the Vermin was the result of a magic ritual, 
they are in many ways the children of magic. The sur-
vival and thriving of the swarm is the primary focus of 
all the Vermin’s activities – always pitted against their 
drive for individual achievement. The Magisters and 
Prophets who wield this power among the Vermin 
are driven by a conviction to find the right future for 
the Swarm, while the Vermin Daemons who rise for 
a time to rule use magic to guarantee their position 
and power.

Warriors of the Dark Gods  
Among the Warriors of the Dark Gods, magic is wield-
ed by sorcerers, whose very name has become a by-
word for sinister spells. Many sorcerers are raised 
from birth by daemons, others are inducted into the 
secrets of the Veil by a patron daemon. Either way, 
their mind bends and reforms around the truths they 
are taught. What they lack in the finesse or innate un-
derstanding of other casters, is compensated by an 
access to raw power through the Veil itself. Such pow-
er is not without cost though, and sorcerers struggle 
to maintain the same morality as even their fellow 
Warriors.
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The Sage was busy yesterday when I vacated his study. I thought he had 
warmed to my presence but it seems he is not as appreciative of my company as 
I thought. Nevertheless, I was privy to a conversation between him and what 
looked to be a journeyed Captain yesterday…  

How intelligent are the Beast Herds? Are they purely driven by primal in-
stincts or is there a grander plan for their herds? Are minotaurs just big wild-
horns, or do they have their own tribes and agendas?
In the current day, the herds are found on every continent, and contest those 
lands with their other inhabitants. The herds are diverse in culture and ap-
pearance across the world. Of the two general types of herds, the warherds are 
led by bestial chieftains. They are autocratic but prone to leadership challenges 
- sometimes resulting in the death of chief or challenger. Leaders gain favour 
if they demonstrate martial prowess and accumulate great stories told about 
them.

While minotaurs sometimes have their own tribes, most times they are found 
living in and with the other beasts of the herds. Like all tribal peoples, indi-
vidual tribes have their own goals, agendas, and concerns. The question of the 
intelligence of beast-men is a harder one to address, for while the beasts all 
have similar intellect to humans, their behaviours are governed by their nature 
differently than that of human people. Beast-men are quicker to violence than 
humans, and less likely to use missiles because of reasons of biology more than 
any condition of intellect. That said, it would be a mistake to disregard them 
as mere creatures of instinct, the beasts and their leaders are very cunning and 
discerning.

BACKGROUND & ARTS
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BATTLE OF PACK ICE
an article by: AxelVicious.

Prince Thelinir stood on the prow of the ship as it slowly made it’s way through the 
frozen sea, smashing its way through the thin layer of ice that covered the water. 
Most ships would not be able to make this journey without being sunk but this was 
Elven craft and it could easily negotiate the seas of the Ice Pack. A roar from above 
drew his attention to his Ancient Dragon, Gutharax, a faithful friend and a fero-
cious adversary for those that dared to challenge it. Gutharax would normally be 
in warm climes but the battle wizard Suthlaedus had convinced the Prince that an 
important artefact lay in the North and it was imperative that they retrieve it be-
fore darker forces do. As if Suthlaedus heard the name being mentioned in the mind 
of Prince Thelinir he appeared.

“Good day my Prince. The journey is almost at an end, we should be approaching 
the crash site of the meteor soon.”

Prince Thelinir didn’t say a word, he just kept staring forward.
“The magical flux is becoming stronger the closer we get to the Star Metal. The Ae-
ther is heavy with the presence of Alchemical Magic. Once we have it in our posses-
sion we should immediately return home with it. The magical items we could craft 
with it will be wondrous.”
“I trust you are right Suthlaedus, we have travelled as far north as I have ever been 
in my years on this earth. I do hope we haven’t sailed all this way just to see snow 
and ice, the troops are growing weary and would like to use their weapons at least 
once on this journey.”

“The Meteor is real, once we have collected it we will be on our way home and have 
our smiths working on the Star Metal before you know it my Lord. I’m hoping our 
troops will be disappointed, I desire this journey to be free of conflict as well I’m glad 
to have this army at our backs.”
      

As they made landfall near the impact site, it was not as Suthlaedus wished. Rolling 
out of the tundra was a lumbering tribe of metal clad warriors. Amongst their hulk-
ing forms were bare-skinned tattooed barbarians and gigantic beasts. The figure 
leading the advance was most fearsome of all. A full elf taller than the tallest of the 
waste-hardened warriors, the winged demon strode purposely toward the disembark-
ing elven intruders.

Suthlaedus leant toward Thelinir, “I suppose you have your wish after all.” 
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BATTLE OF PACK ICE

In the cold arctic tundra of the North two armies will battle it out for control of the Star Metal and all the pow-
er that it contains. The wild eyed Warriors of the Dark Gods and all their monstrous allies lie in wait for the 
unsuspecting Highborn Elves who think nothing can survive in this arctic wilderness, little do they no of the 
hardiness of the worshippers of the Dark Gods.

The Scions of Wrath
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My opponent’s army is part of a big ship that the whole army rides on, it is very impressive I’m sure you’ll 
agree. Each unit’s movement tray is part of the ship and they all slot together perfectly to make it, the banners 
are a thing of beauty too and make the ship look great. I can only imagine how much effort this must have 
taken to build and paint. It is a true labour of love and it is hobby projects like this that I absolutely love! 

ISSUE #005 - SEPTEMBER 2017

The Highborn Elf Expedition
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BATTLE OF ICE PACK

Army overview
For those that have followed my previous Battle Re-
ports I have brought a new toy out to play so I can 
participate in a whole new phase of the game, the 
Magic Phase. I have finally caved in and brought a 
filthy Wizard along for the ride, I normally only use 
Mono Wrath with no wizard but I’m finding it diffi-
cult to counter some lists especially without a ranged 
threat so that is the role I want the Sorcerer to fulfil. 
I’ve gone with Alchemy because it gives me plenty 
of Magic Missiles as well some nice buffs and hexes. 
My opponent is using the same Magic Lore as well so 
there will be a lot of magic missiles flying around and 
a lot of molten metal. 

The Daemon Prince is leading my force and now has 
a 1+ Armour Save and is S7 normally plus gets the ex-
tra pip of strength on the first round of combat. At 
Strength 8 there’s not much that can stand before 
him, except and Ancient Dragon, *gulp*! If I can weak-
en the Dragon before hand then my Daemon Prince 
may be able to kill it but that is one tough nut to crack 
and it should be for the cost of the beast!
The Warriors, Crusher Knights and Dragon Centaurs 
are my main attacking force and I will try to use them 
together to smash my way through my opponent. The 
Mauler Chariot and Bloodbeast have been included 
to generally be super scary and pump out some extra 
damage. The Chariot is slow but it is extremely sur-
vivable.

The Fallen are in the army purely to try and chaff up 
my opponent. The Horsemen have a dual role, chaff 
and a bunker for the Sorcerer to hide in, although the 
unit will lose Vanguard and Light Troops when the 
Sorcerer is with them it’s a small price to pay for pre-
venting the Sorcerer from getting skewered by a Bolt 
Thrower.

The Barbarians give me a cheap scoring unit, every 
army needs one of them these days. Hopefully I can 
lead them to hold objectives and let the rest of my 
army clean up.

My opponents list contains two incredibly powerful 
units that I’m not entirely sure how I can deal with. 
The dragon has already been mentioned and hope-
fully if I never speak of him again he will ignore me. 
The Sword Master unit is ridiculously dangerous to 

my army. That unit is striking before most of my army 
and with 2 attacks each they can pump out damage 
like you wouldn’t believe. I’ve underestimated these 
guys before and I won’t do it again. The BSB/Wizard 
is in this unit too but to be honest, he worries me less 
than the unit, but It would be nice to kill him and re-
move the Magic threat.

The rest of the army is as you would expect. The Reap-
ers may cause me a problem but I’m refusing to hide 
my big guys because of them, everyone is coming out 
fighting!

Deployment type and secondary objectives
The Deployment type is Front Line Clash and the sec-
ondary Objective is Secure target (two objectives). 
One shard of Star Metal is the landing beach where 
Prince Thelinir’s forces have landed and the second 
impact site is near the ruins on the right. Clearly the 
meteor split into two when it hit the atmosphere. 

Spells
We roll our spells next and I roll 
• 1; Word of Iron (+1[+2] Armour Save)
• 2; Molten Copper (2D6[3D6] S2, AP3 and 
Flaming attacks hits)
• 5; Transmutation of Lead (Target cannot get 
Strength Bonus from Mundane Weapons)
• 6; Glory of Gold (Target gains Magical Attacks, 
Flaming Attacks and AP1)

I’m not sure how useful Glory of gold will be for me, I 
don’t need the AP as the High Elf army isn’t that heav-
ily Armoured and I’m quite high strength. The Flam-
ing Attacks is nice as it synergises with the Attribute 
Alchemical Fire (Target becomes flammable against 
Close Combat attacks and Spells). I decide to drop 
it for the 0 spell, Quicksilver Lash (D3+1 Metalshift-
ing Attacks). Transmutation of Lead could be a game 
changing spell if I can get that off on the Sword Mas-
ter sat a key turn. Having them strike me at S3 is a lot 
less daunting than S5. 

My opponent rolls almost the same spells, 2, 5, 6 and 
a 3 – Silver Spike (1 S3[6], AP6, Multiple Wounds D3 
penetrating hit). He drops Silver Spike for Quicksilver 
Lash so we have almost a magical mirror match.

Pre-Game
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Deployment

Highborn Elves
My opponent completely takes me by surprise and  decides to drop his whole army first and to go first as well, 
that’s my trick! The elves mostly hug the back of the board except for the Giant Eagles. The Dragon is on the 
right of the board so at least means his threat area is limited some what but he can easily get across the board 
easily enough.

Scions of Wrath
I then deploy my army and I am hemmed in somewhat by the Impassible terrain and the ruins so I can’t spread 
out as much as I’d like. The Warriors park themselves in the centre with the Crushers next to them. There job 
is to get the opposing infantry, if I can get the Warriors into the Elven Spears then I should cut through them in 
no time. The Sword Masters are a different matter entirely. I need to time my attack just right, hopefully with 
a flank charge. I struggle to put the Dragon Centaurs Anywhere so I put them on the right hand side, although 
they would have been better on the left I didn’t want to run them through the ruins. The Sorcerer is in with 
the Horsemen and my BSB is in with the Warriors.
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BATTLE OF ICE PACK

The Commander Suthlaedus, in the Sword Masters 
soon realises he is unable to cast any offensive spells 
as he is out of range so the whole unit of Sword Mas-
ter has to trudge forward to within 24” of the Crush-
ers. The Highborn Lancers decide to come closer to 
the centre and swing in to cover the flanks. The Giant 
Eagles move forward cautiously and Prince Thelinir 
flies his Dragon down the right flank.

The Magical Flux is an imbalanced one first time 
round with 8 to the Highborn Elves and 4 for my new-
ly recruited Sorcerer. Suthlaedus casts Molten Copper 

Turn 1 - Highborn Elves

onto the Warriors but Khaidu is able to dispel it. Next 
Suthlaedus casts Quicksilver Lash on tot eh Crush-
er Knights and Khaidu had used all his Dispel power 
to stop Molten Copper so this spells goes off unop-
posed. The Crusher Knights take 2 wounds from the 
Metalshifting hits.

The crew of the Reapers take aim, one of them shoots 
at the Bloodbeast and manages to inflict 2 wounds 
upon the behemoth. The other two Repears both 
take aim at the Crusher Knights but their aim is off as 
both miss.
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Turn 1 - Scions of Wrath

No charges for me as everything is out of range so I 
move my army forward, relatively cautiously for me 
as well. 

The Dragon Centaurs walk back a bit as I don’t want to 
give an easy overrun from the Fallen into the Dragon 
Centaurs if the dragon charges them. The Warhounds 
move up close to the Reapers but hidden from the 
Lancers. If the Spear Elves want to charge the War-
hounds they are welcome to as the Bloodbeast will 
happily charge them in my turn.  

Khaidu decides to leave the Horsemen and go out 
alone, there is a nice bit of impassable scenery block-
ing him from the Reapers but it gives him nice line of 
sight to Thelinir.

The Magical Flux is relatively average as Khaidu gets 7 
Power dice to Suthlaedus’ 5 Dispel dice. Khaidu casts 
Transmutation of Lead on to the Sword Masters and 
Suthlaedus lets it through. I decided to casts this just 
in case those Sword Masters decide to try and make a 
17” charge into the Warriors, they do have Swiftstride 
so it’s not as unlikely as I’d like. 

Khaidu then tries to cast Molten Copper on Thelinir 
but Suthlaedus uses his powers to dispel the attempt.
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No charges from the Elves, most of the army heads 
backwards except the Giant Eagle on the left who 
flies over the Barbarians. I knew that would happen 
but there’s nothing I can do about it, yet. The Lancers 
on the left climb atop the hill so they can at least see 
what is going on now.

Another average-ish round of Magic this turn as the 
Flux dishes out 8 power dice to Suthlaedus and 5 dis-
pel dice to Khaidu. Suthlaedus is obviously torment-
ed at the Transmutation of Lead on his unit and so 
decides to cast the same spell back at the Crusher 
Knights, I’m happy to let that go through as I have no 
intention of charging the Crushers yet. Suthlaedus 
then attempts to cast Quicksilver Lash at the Crusher 
Knights, he really has it in for those guys, but Khaidu 
successfully dispels that one. Finally Suthlaedus goes 
to use the last of his magic reserve on Molten Copper 
but fails to reach the required power level.

The Reaper on the left decides to multi shot the War-
hounds directly in front of them and they quickly slay 
4 of the beasts. 

Turn 2 - Highborn Elves

The one remaining Warhound fails his panic test and 
runs away from the Reaper as fast as he can taking 
him towards the ruins. One Reaper opens fire at the 
Bloodbeast but fails to hit and the final reaper shoots 
at the Crusher Knights scoring a hit and inflicting a sin-
gle wound, one of the Crusher Knights die.
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Turn 2 - Scions of Wrath

The Warriors use the Icon of the Relentless Company 
to triple march around the woods and face off against 
the Citizen Spears. The Bloodbeast goes on to the hill 
but is out of the line of sight of the Highborn Lancers 
and now has a good position to charge the Spears or 
the Reaper.  I run the Daemon Prince and the Fallen 
down the right flank to where Prince Thelinir and his 
Anceint Dragon can’t see them and I move the Drag-
on Centaurs up as well. Khaidu joins the Horsemen 
again and is able to see the dragon and is in range of 
the Sword Masters too.

The Warhound fails to rally and runs into the ruins but 
passes its dangerous terrain test.

The Magic Flux must be becoming weakened as there 
is little in the way of magical energy flying around, 4 
power dice to Khaidu and 3 to Suthlaedus. Khaidu de-
cides to put all of the power into Molten Copper onto 
Thelinir, but he over reaches and manages to cast it 
with Overwhelming Power, Suthlaedus smirks and 
lets the spell through. With all that power the spell is 
not very effective and Tehlinir takes no wounds, the 
resulting miscast it pretty catastrophic though and 
causes 10 hits on to the unit but luckily the armour of 
the Barbarian Horsemen saves them and only 2 suc-
cumb to the explosion caused by the careless use of 
magic.
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Thelinir is able to fly the dragon between the Crush-
er Knights and Cha’ak the Daemon Prince, neither 
of those units have line of sight to the Dragon and 
so can’t charge. Thelinir is parked to the right of the 
Horsemen ready to breathe fire on them. I don’t 
know why my opponent doesn’t just put the dragon 
in front of my Daemon Prince and dare me to charge 
him because I’m not going to be able to kill the drag-
on, it’s got 7 wounds!

The Sword Masters move up to face the Warriors and 
the Lancers both walk back a bit, waiting for the per-
fect time to strike.

The Magical flux is still weak as Suthlaedus gets 5 
power dice to Khaidu’s 4 dispel dice which suits me 
fine. Suthlaedus starts off straight away by casting 
Molten Copper on the Crusher Knights, Khaidu tries 
to dispel it but fails and the spell goes off and inflicts 
2 wounds on the Crushers.

Turn 3 - Highborn Elves

Suthlaedus isn’t finished yet though and then casts 
Quicksilver Lash on to the Crushers as well, there are 
no dispel dice left so the spell is successfully cast. 
The Crushers take 2 wounds again, this takes the unit 
down to one model. I am able to take the left model 
off of the unit and now my one remaining model is 
lined up for a flank charge on to the Sword Masters, 
it is very close but it will just be a flank charge.

The Reapers all turn to face the Bloodbeast, the first 
one fires and just misses the monstrosity. The sec-
ond one fires and scores a hit but bounces off harm-
lessly as it fails to wound. The third and final Reap-
er attempts to finish the job and manages to hit the 
Bloodbeast and must hit in a vital part as it causes 3 
wounds, slaying the Bloodbeast!

The dragon unleashes its breath weapon on the Bar-
barian Horsemen and only kills 2 of them thanks in 
part to their high armour save.
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Turn 3 - Scions of Wrath

I can’t resist the flank charge into the Sword Masters 
with the Crusher so I declare that one. I also decide 
to throw the Warriors into the fight so they declare a 
charge. The Crusher makes his charge but the Warri-
ors fail which may have been a blessing really as they 
could have been cut to ribbons. I’m hoping to be able 
to get Transmutation of Lead on the Sword Masters, if 
I can get that off then I should be fine.

The Warhound doesn’t rally and runs out of the ru-
ins. The Barbarians turn to face the Giant Eagle. The 
Chariot moves through the forest so that it can charge 
the Sword Masters next turn. The Daemon Prince and 
the Fallen move up as fast as they can and are now 
in the rear of the Highborn Army. The Horsmen fail 
their march test and can only move 7” to just get out 
of the Line of Site of Thelinir. I now realise the Dragon 
Centaurs are ultimately doomed at this point, I can’t 
get them out of the Line of Sight of Thelinir and I can’t 
get them away far enough either. 

The Magical Flux is strong this time with 10 power 
dice for Khaidu and only 5 dispel dice for Suthlae-
dus. My opponent knows that there is only one spell 

I want to cast this turn so he waits for that with the 
Dispel dice. Khaidu starts off by casting Word of Iron 
on the Crusher. Khaidu then casts Molten Copper on 
to the Sword Masters killing 6. (We don’t realise until 
some time later that I shouldn’t have been able to 
cast a magic missile at the Sword Masters as they are 
in combat ). Khaidu then casts Transmutation of Lead 
on the Sword Masters and rolls 14 on 4 dice. My op-
ponent throws 5 dice to try and dispel it but is only 
able to roll 13 on the dice so the spell is off.

The Sword Masters strike first despite having to use 
a Great Weapon and are only able to cause a wound 
on the Crusher. They were lucky to do one wound 
and this now leaves the Crusher on a single wound 
remaining. The Crusher Knight kills 3 Sword Masters 
and the Crusher itself only inflicts a single wound. I 
win combat but the Sword Masters are steadfast 
thanks to their ranks, they pass the break test. They 
then try to reform after combat but fail their leader-
ship test to do so, even with the reroll from the BSB! 
The uit must remain as it was with the Crusher in the 
side of the unit.
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Thelinir charges the Dragon Centaurs who pass their 
Terror test and the dragon easily makes the charge. 
On the right flank the Giant Eagle flies in front of the 
Fallen to hold them up and the Lancers decide it is 
better not to charge the Daemon Prince and just pivot 
instead. On the left flank the Lancers reform to face 
Barbarians and move towards them. The Giant Eagle 
flies to the side of the Barbarians.

The Magical flux dishes out 8 power dice to Suthlae-
dus and 5 dispel dice to Khaidu. Suthlaedus starts off 
by casting Transmutation of Lead on the Crushers, 
I inform my opponent that it will have no effect on 
the Crushers as they are equipped with Lances and 
not Daemon Weapons but it’s the only other spell he 
can cast as his wizard is in combat. Suthlaedus fails to 
cast it anyway. He then decides things are getting real 
and casts Glory of Gold on the Sword Masters hoping 
that will help kill the Crusher. He uses 5 dice to cast 
manages to roll 2 6s thus casting the spell with Over-
whelming Power and now it is Suthlaedus’ turn to kill 
some of his own troops through careless use of mag-
ic. The resulting miscast kills 9 Sword Masters, ouch! 
Given the high cost of Sword Masters that is nearly 
200 points of models just blown up needlessly. Suth-
laedus also suffers amnesia and forget s the spell for 
the rest of the game. At least the unit now has flaming 
attacks and armour piercing 1 though.

The Reapers are all feeling pretty good with them-
selves for killing the Bloodbeast and turn their atten-
tion on to Cha’ak himself now. All 3 fire and 2 land hits 
and successfully wound. However the power of Wrath 
is with Cha’ak this time as he manages to Ward Save 
both of these wounds and is unscathed.

Turn 4 - Highborn Elves

Thelinir is able to inflict 4 wounds on the Dragon 
Centaurs and his Dragon also inflicts 4 wounds on 
the Dragon Centaurs meaning that 2 die but one can 
strike back as he is the same initiative as the Dragon. 
The Dragon Centaurs inflict no wounds as the Dragon 
is Toughness 7 making it unlikely that I would score a 
wound. The Dragon Centaur Champion is all that re-
mains and he breaks from combat and runs off the 
board. Thelinir just turns his Dragon around.

Despite the bonus abilities from the Glory of Gold 
the Sword Masters are unable to inflict a wound on 
the Crusher, luckily for him. The Crusher Knight kills 
1 Sword Master and the Crusher kills 3 this time. The 
Sowrd Masters lose combat but pass their break test 
thanks to being steadfast. They attempt a post com-
bat reform but again they fail the leadership test, de-
spite having a re roll from the BSB. I’d rather they just 
failed the break test in the first place!
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Turn 4 - Scions of Wrath

Now is the time to smash the Highborn Elves and make 
them wish they’d never come to the frozen tundra 
of the North. The Mauler Chariot charges the Sword 
Masters in the front but suffers one wound from dan-
gerous terrain from the wood The Daemon Prince 
charges the rear of the unit. The Warriors charge the 
Citizen Spears and the Fallen charge the Giant Eagle.

The Warhound fails to rally and runs off the board. 
Khaidu leaves the Horsemen and hides behind the 
impassable terrain again, ready to blast Thelinir with 
Alchemical magics! The horsemen move to flank of 
the Lancers and the Barbarians turn around to face 
the Lancers.

Another big Magical Flux roll gives Khaidu 9 power 
dice and Suthlaedus 6 dispel dice. Khaidu starts off by 
casting Quicksilver Lash at Thelinir but it is dispelled. 
Next Khaidu treis to cast Transmutation of Lead on the 
Sword Masters but fails to reach the necessary casting 

value. Finally Khaidu casts a boosted Molten Copper 
on Thelinir which Suthlaedus fails to dispel. Molten 
Copper scores 14 hiys and I roll 4 6s from those 14 
and my opponent can’t make any 6+ Armour Saves so 
Thelinir’s Dragon suffers 4 wounds! Ouch!

Straight into the big combat and the Mauler Chariot 
kills 4 Sword Masters with impact hits. Cha’ak, Prince 
of Wrath, issues a challenge and Suthlaedus bravely 
(or foolishly) steps forward. Suthlaedus strikes first 
and is able to score a wound against Cha’ak. Cha’ak 
swiftly responds and smashes the puny elf to bits with 
his giant axe by inflicting 5 wounds! The Sword Mas-
ters fail to do any wounds to either the Mauler Char-
iot or the Crusher and this is with them using their 
Great Weapons! The crew of the chariot kill 2 Sword 
Masters and the Crusher Knight kills 1 as well. The 
unit has now been wiped out! If I had remembered 
about the Molten Copper I cast on them earlier and 
had put back on the 6 models I had taken off (or at 
least not even cast it in the first place) they may have 
been killed by the Crusher and Mauler Beast who still 
had yet to attack or they certainly would have been 
running so I don’t think it made a huge difference in 
the end. After the combat the Crusher faces the Lanc-
ers, but the remaining Crusher is on one wound so 
he will probably die shortly. The Mauler Chariot faces 
the Reaper in the centre and Cha’ak faces off against 
Thelinir, let’s do this!

The Warriors strike before the Citizen Spears but 
Kekulcan the Undeafeated gets to attack first and kills 
4 Citizen Spears with ease. The Warriors then attack 
and kill 11 more Spear Elves. The remaining Elves at-
tack back and are only able to bring down a single 
Warrior. The Elves are not steadfast now because they 
are 6 wide and only have 2 ranks, the Warriors also 
have 2 ranks but if the Elves had managed to kill one 
more Warrior then they would have remained stead-
fast. The Citizen Spears break from combat and flee 
off the table. The Warriors give chase and run into the 
Sea Gurad Reaper on the left.

The Fallen kill the Eagle in one go and then reform 
to face the Reaper on the right (my second mistake, 
they’re frenzied and should have overran off the 
board.)
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The Lancers on the right flank charge the Crusher. 
The Barbarians receive two charges, the Giant Eagle 
in their flank and the Lancers in the front. Thelinir 
doesn’t risk the long charge into Cha’ak and instead 
flies up close to him.

Now that Suthlaedus is nothing more than a stain of 
blood on the frozen ground the Elves are unable to 
utilise the Magical Flux so we go straight to shooting. 
The two Reapers that are able to fire unleash bolts at 
Cha’ak, one of them misses and one of them scores a 
hit and wounds, but again  Cha’ak passes his 5+ Ward 
Save! 

The Warriors fight first and easily kill the crew of the 
Reaper before they can attack back. They then reform 
to face the reaper to their right. The Lancers level 
their lances at the Crusher and score the necessary 
wound to kill the crusher but not before the Crusher 
Knight attacks back taking the life of an Elf knight with 
his last action. The Lancers then overrun into the flank 
of the Mauler Chariot. I did not see that one coming 
for some reason even though it was very obvious.

The Lancers who charged the Barbarians are able to 
kill 3 of the savages and the Giant Eagle fails to cause 
any wounds. The Barbarians attack back and are able 
to drag one of the Lancers down from his horse to 
his death and the Barbarians on the flank of the unit 

Turn 5 - Highborn Elves

inflict 2 wounds on the Giant Eagle. Despite a fairly 
successful round of combat for the Barbarians they 
still lose combat by 1 but they are steadfast. The Bar-
barians only have a leadership of 7 though and fail 
their break test. As neither attacker (Lancers or Giant 
Eagle) have a complete rank we roll off to see which 
way the Barbarians flee, they run away from the Eagle 
which decides to pursue, the Lancers do not. The Bar-
barians run off the board and the Giant Eagle rolls just 
low enough to stay on the board.
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Turn 5 - Scions of Wrath

The Magical Flux is incredibly strong this time and 
Khaidu gets 12 power dice to the Elven 6 dispel dice. 
Unfortunately I have left Khaidu facing the left hand 
side of the board and all those targets are out of range. 
Also though there are no unengaged enemy units on 
the board except for the Lancers and Eagle on the left 
so I have very few spells available to me, just Word of 
iron and Transmutation of Lead. Khaidu attempts to 
cast Transmutation of Lead on the Lancers who over-
ran into the Mauler Chariot but fails to cast the spell. 
I then forego the rest of the Magic Phase as my oppo-
nent still has 6 Dispel dice so I’m not getting Word of 
iron off unless I attempt to cast it with Overwhelming 
Power and I don’t really need it that badly.

The Warriors kill the crew of another Reaper and then 
overrun to get closer to the objective. The Fallen then 
kill the crew of the final Reaper and don’t take any 
wounds back in return.

Then we go to the melee between the Lancers and 
the Mauler Chariot. The Lancers are unable to inflict 
any wounds on the chariot thanks to the high Tough-
ness of the chariot. Similarly, the attacks of the char-
iot crew and Mauler beast fail to cause any wounds 
thanks to the Elven armour. The Mauler Chariot has 
lost combat by three (Flank, Charge and Standard) 
but the Mauler Chariot passes it’s break test and then 
passes the test to reform, it turns to face the Lanc-

ers. As there are only 4 Lancers in the unit by turning 
to face the front I am not taking any models out of 
combat as my frontage is 50mm wide, the same as 2 
Lancers and then a Lancer either side.

The final fight of the phase is the epic duel between 
Cha’ak Bloodrain, Prince of Wrath and Prince The-
linir and the Anceint Dragon Gutharax! Thelinir gets 
to attack first and with his 4 attacks hitting on 3s he 
gets three hits, he is wounding on 2s with Strength 7 
thanks to the Giant Blade. Thelinir scores 3 wounds 
on Cha’ak and I have to go straight to my Ward Save. 
I manage to save 2 of the three wounds but then my 
opponent reminds me that he has the Divine Icon so I 
have to re roll those two and luckily I am able to pass 
one. Cha’ak is still alive, but only on one wound and 
if he cannot kill Thelinir with these attacks he may 
well get eaten by a Dragon! Cha’ak has 5 attacks and 
scores 4 hits on Thelinir, thanks to the incredibly high 
toughness of the Dragon even with strength 8 Cha’ak 
is wounding on 3s, he only scores two wounds which 
by pass the armour and Thelinir is still alive but also 
on one wound. The Dragon Gets to attack back and 
has 6 attacks that are hitting on 4s, it scores 3 hits. 
The dragon is strength 7 so it is wounding Cha’ak on 
2s, all 3 hits wound the Daemon Prince who then fails 
2 Ward Saves and is now slain by the dragon. That was 
not an entirely unexpected result but that duel was 
still impressive!
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Things are looking pretty bleak for the forces of The-
linir but as long as there is a dragon in play you can-
not write them off just yet. My opponent could just 
fly Thelinir away and conserve the points but that’s 
not how he plays and I applaud him for that. Thelin-
ir charges the Mauler Chariot in the flank to try and 
help out the Lancers who now that they have charged 
and will no longer the strength bonus for their lances 
stand little chance of wounding the Mauler Chariot.
The Giant Eagle and the Highborn Lancers on the left 
flank hug the board edge whilst still claiming the Star 
Metal-objective.

There is no magic or any shooting for this turn so we 
cut straight to the only combat around. Thelinir gets 
to strike first against the Mauler Chariot and is able 
to inflict 2 wounds upon it. I then have the chariot-
eers striking next and have a choice to make, I either 
attack the Lancers and get some combat res, hope-
fully or I attack the dragon and try and get that last 
wound off of him. The charioteers turn to face The-
linir and attack him with their halberds. Only one of 

Turn 6 - Highborn Elves

their 4 attacks actually hits so I have one to wound 
roll to make but I need a 6 thanks to the toughness 
7 of the Ancient Dragon. I roll the dice and roll a 6! 
My opponent still has an armour save though of 5+ 
but he fails it and Thelinir and the Dragon are slain! 
The Mauler Beast is unable to kill any Lancers and the 
Lancers are unable to get any wounds through on the 
Chariot. I sill lose combat by 2 though and have to 
take a break test which I pass and the Mauler Chariot 
is going nowhere.

Pretty big turn that one, 
killing Thelinir was an un-
expected surprise espe-
cially as that was the last 
attack I would be able to 
put into him.
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Turn 6 - Scions of Wrath

The Barbarian Horsemen charge the flank of the Lanc-
ers. The Fallen move 12” backwards so that the Warri-
ors can claim the objective which they do by marching 
on to it. Khaidu Marches over to the left and is now in 
range of the Lancers.

I need a good roll for the Magical Flux and I get one. 
Khaidu gets 8 power dice whilst the Elves only get 4 
dispel dice. Khaidu starts off by casting Quicksilver 
Lash on the Lancers and my opponent lets that one 

go hoping to stop the follow up spell. Quicksilver Lash 
scores 2 wounds on the Lancers who then successful-
ly pass their break test. I then decide to throw 5 dice 
at Molten Copper to make sure I kill the remaining 
Lancers, I may end up killing my wizard but it would 
be worth it if I can kill the Lancers and get the 3 VPs for 
the objective. Khaidu then proceeds to cast the spell 
with Overwhelming Power because I rolled 3 6s on 5 
dice. Molten Copper melts the remaining numbers of 
the Lancers and they all die meaning I can then claim 
the objective. 

The resulting miscast  causes a Catastrophic Detona-
tion which  causes Khaidu to lose 2 wounds, he then 
has to suffer 3 hits at S5, 2 of them wound but he able 
to save both of them thanks to his 1+ Armour Save 
and remains alive!

Onto the last combat of the game and the Lancers yet 
again fail to cause any wounds, even against the Bar-
barian Horsemen. The Charioteers are able to kill one 
Lancer, The Horsemen then kill 2 more Lancers and 
the Mauler Beast kills the final member of the unit. 
The game ends there.
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The game ended with a very convincing victory for 
the Warriors of the Dark Gods despite losing some 
key units and the Daemon Prince they were able to 
smash apart the whole Highborn Elf army with the 
only survivor being a Giant Eagle. Ironically, it’s not 
often that they survive a game! It was a fun game and 
if it was a tournament game I think we would have 
played much more cautiously. Nevertheless, it was an 
excellent game of 9th Age!

Turn 6 - Highborn Elves

The sorcerer did so much better than I was expecting 
and was key to my victory really. If I wasn’t able to get 
Transmutation of Lead off on the Sword Masters in 
Turn 3 then the Crusher would have died I don’t think I 
would have been able to get a multi charge off against 
them then. That combo charge of the Daemon Prince 
and Chariot really helped cut the unit down. It was a 
shame that I made a mistake with the Molten Copper 
on the Sword Masters but I’m putting it down to being 
rusty with magic. I think there may be a permanent 
spot in my army for Khaidu, he’s proven his worth!
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The Highborn Lancers had tied ropes around the Meteor and were just pulling it 
out of the ground when a searing beam of heat instantly melted two of the knights. 
Suddenly Molten Copper was pouring in through their armour and searing their 
already charred skin. The last of the elves were burnt alive, sizzling in the snow and 
sending tall plumes of steam into the cold air as their burnt corpses melted through 
the snow.

Leaning heavily on his staff and surveying the battle field, Khaidu heard feet crunch 
through the snow from behind.

“He was an arrogant fool Kekulcan, his demise was foreseen by the Dark Gods and 
none shall care about his banishment or even remember his name after today.” The 
sorcerer spoke without turning around.

“You are not wrong Sorcerer. He thought he would destroy the lands of men but he 
couldn’t even defeat a single dragon. He greatly underestimated the elves. His arro-
gance was his undoing.”

“The remnants of the Bloodrain need a new leader, learn from his mistakes and lead 
the Bloodrain onto glory. The Dark Gods are keeping a close eye on you Kekulcan. 
Disappoint them and you shall end up like Cha’ak; a steaming pile of water. Please 
them, and the bounty will be endless!” The sorcerer turned and produced a ball of 
molten metal. Kekulcan could feel the heat from the fallen fragment. “It’s not very 
big.” The new chieftain muttered.

 “The meteor splitting into two is a sign.” Proclaimed the sorcerer. “We must go our 
separate ways. The other LARGER fragment by the shore. It is yours.”
    

The smell of the burning elf-flesh was beginning to summon Trolls from the coastal 
caves as the Bloodrain Tribe crested the rise overlooking the battlefield. Kekulcan 
looked across the frozen bay. The sun was setting blood red above the burning elven 
ship. The warrior could hear the screams of those elves who had survived being burnt 
to a crisp. The whole scene was bathed in red light. This was surely a good omen. The 
Wrath-God was pleased with his reverence on this day.
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So spoke Leopold Truehearted when the Empire was founded at the 
conclusion of the war against Dathen. A date known to all Sonnstahlers: 
November 4th 201 A.S. Since then, a long line of Emperors has remained 
true to Leopold’s holy vision, each chosen in turn by the distinguished 
Council of Electors.

Today Sonnstahl is ruled by Emperor Matthias, who they call Pious. I 
could not win an audience with his majesty, son of Frederick the Great, but 
I was received by Princess Josefa: a great honour. Matthias’ elder sister, she 
should have been Empress, but was given into Sunna’s service as a child, to 
secure her brother’s strategic marriage to Sophia of Destria. The alliance is 
the most formidable in Vetia, if not the world.

Some whisper that Josefa still has her ambitions set on the throne, 
though she claims to support only the proper supremacy of the Church. 
From her piercing questions on my work and travels, it is clear she is far 
from removed from courtly intrigue.

EMPIRE OF SONNSTAHL

7

I was asked to serve as official cartographer for 
a new survey of Breidmark and its border with 
the unstable Makhar Steppe. This region, guarded 
by Sonnstahl’s famous Beacons, has been heavily 
militarised against invaders outside the country 
and is closely watched by Inquisitorial forces to 
monitor subversives within it. Sonnstahl boasts the 
largest standing military in Vetia, and many of the 
commanders who I met were also distinguished 
politicians.

The ambition of those of noble birth is to 
become Electors. Landowners can be appointed 
by the Emperor, and increasingly hail from the 
League of Cogs or local mayoralties as much 
as from military careers. The other path to 
electorship lies in the church, where prelates 
wield power as politicians as well as judges, 
just as Sunna carried both a sword and the 
scales of justice.

My eternal service to Your Noble Ladyship!

My thanks for Your sharp letter of guidance; I will deliver to Your Ladyship the articles 

essential for Your continuing and glorious efforts in defending Your land’s end from the 
hideous enemies of Man.
I bear glad news of my humble progress with the barding to Your son Sigmund’s 
magnificent horse. Master Oethbert has completed the etchings on the plate, and the 
maidens under Lady von Ribbingen have made good process with the textile covering the 
hind part.

Of the 60 breastplates to Your Ladyship’s foot knaves I must tell that the first dozen did 
not meet the high standard suitable to You – a full half of them were penetrated by the 
test shots I fired with the very special pistol You gave me for the task. Master Schultzer 
was devastated and begged my mercy and Yours, and promised a better party within four 
weeks with no extra expense. Of the 200 handguns, Your Highborn Ladyship should 
know by now that I have sent them via Arnfurt and Dürrenburg, in order to save You 
from the excessive tolls collected by His Lordship, the Count of Scharland.Further, it should be known to Your Ladyship that no coffee nor chocolate could be found 

in here, neither in the town nor in the district - trade with Virentia being hampered of 
late by Arandai levies. But I have explained the demand and taste of Your Ladyship 
to my factor in Alfhaven, and will do my utmost to bring in person the best produce to 
Your hands when I return.
Your humble servant all timesWerner Geetz
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Some whisper that Josefa still has her ambitions set on the throne, 
though she claims to support only the proper supremacy of the Church. 
From her piercing questions on my work and travels, it is clear she is far 
from removed from courtly intrigue.

EMPIRE OF SONNSTAHL
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hind part.
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not meet the high standard suitable to You – a full half of them were penetrated by the 
test shots I fired with the very special pistol You gave me for the task. Master Schultzer 
was devastated and begged my mercy and Yours, and promised a better party within four 
weeks with no extra expense. Of the 200 handguns, Your Highborn Ladyship should 
know by now that I have sent them via Arnfurt and Dürrenburg, in order to save You 
from the excessive tolls collected by His Lordship, the Count of Scharland.Further, it should be known to Your Ladyship that no coffee nor chocolate could be found 

in here, neither in the town nor in the district - trade with Virentia being hampered of 
late by Arandai levies. But I have explained the demand and taste of Your Ladyship 
to my factor in Alfhaven, and will do my utmost to bring in person the best produce to 
Your hands when I return.
Your humble servant all timesWerner Geetz
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COMANY SHOWCASE
an article by: Rotten Factory

Armed with gas masks and dressed in fully sterilized suits, the 9th Scroll team managed to tear Pawel from his 
Rotten Factory and give us a quick interview. We managed to glean some insider information from him about 
his up-coming projects and we chatted a little about his current work.

How I started to rot…
My name is Pawel (PJG), and I would like to tell you 
in a nutshell why I decided to do it all. After 9 years 
collecting figurines I felt that something in my collec-
tion was missing, so I started filling this gap, by mak-
ing conversions. The more conversions I made, the 
more conversions were a part of my miniatures! After 
a long time of practice, I made my first miniature. This 
is how Rotten Factory began.

Today Rotten Factory is not just a passion that inter-
twines with my daily life. For several months now, it is 
also a thriving company offering design and produc-
tion of high quality figurines for gamers, collectors 
and painters.

How many people are rotting now?
For the moment, I am the main sculptor and worker, 
but thanks to great support from miniatures freaks 
Rotten Factory is growing and broadening our assort-
ment and ‘infecting’ more people.

What I like the most in the 9th Age?
I’m more a collector than a gamer, but the reason for 
which I love the 9th Age are the people. The 9th Age 
gives me the opportunity to cooperate with many 
people from around the world; many great ideas, lots 
of inspirations and of course, some cool conversa-
tions. All those experiences allow me to develop as a 
person and as an artist.

What's Rotten Factory’s future release plans?
There is a lot of them! In the near future, I want to 
release more than 10 miniatures for the Demon Le-
gion (Infantry, characters, a cannon and much more!). 
I'm also working on Leprar. This will be probably the 
biggest fantasy miniature for 28-32mm scale army. 
I'm able to do this because of the great support that 
I received through an INDIEGOGO project (thank you 
all!). I hope to release it before the end of September. 
For over the two months I have also been working on 
Sylvan Elves miniatures. I'm really involved in this pro-
ject. But for now it's a secret, so if you are interested, 
keep an eye on my thread on the forum.
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What is my inspiration?
I’m a big fan of Zdzisław Beksiński, HR Giger, Adrian Smith, and almost everything dark and bizarre. The more 
new stuff I find, the more inspirations, and ideas I have. All the time, I am looking for passionate and creative 
people to work together. All the time, I am looking for passionate and creative people to work together. This 
is probably what inspires me most; working and chatting with my miniature freak-colleagues. The knowledge 
and skills, that I can evolve thanks to you, are invaluable. 

If you have questions, suggestions or ideas you would like to share with me, please write to: 
info@rottenfactory.eu

You can also find me here:
www.facebook.com/ROTTEN.FACTORY.MINIATURES 
twitter.com/rotten_factory 
rottenfactory.eu 
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PRODUCT REVIEW: BIOSTRIP 20
An article by: cm284

My name is Callum and I have a problem. An eBay problem. Let’s be honest; wargaming is an expensive hob-
by. Not only are many of the miniatures that we buy expensive to start with, but ever since You Know Who 
killed off You Know Which Game, many of their more eclectic creations have become increasingly hard to 
come by. I (like many of you), turned to eBay to satiate my plastic addiction. Here I encountered a problem. 

Have any of you ever scored a complete bargain, only 
to did that when the models arrive, they are caked in 
thick layers of paint? Did your miniatures only vaguely 
resemble the ‘pro painted miniatures’ that you were 
pretty sure the item description mentioned? I have. 

What can I use it on?
First off, please bear in mind that I am only covering 
the details relevant to the hobby (not yet encountered 
anyone painting their miniatures with emulsion). If 
the label can be believed, Bisotrip 20 is suitable for 
use on all metals (including alloys), and most plastics. 
There is no mention of resin, but we will get to that 
later. It claims to remove polyester and epoxy pow-
der coatings, water based coatings, varnish, primers 
(including aerospace primers), and even wood stains 
(handy for those that make their own ‘Quick Shade’). 

How does it work?
According to the instructions (and yes, for once in my 
life I did actually read them), its dead easy! 

1. Brush evenly onto paint that you intend to re-
move.

2. Leave in place until the paint blisters or softens 
(approximately 60 mins)

3. Once it has completely softened, the paint it can 
be removed using a scraper, cloth, power washer 
or brush. 

4. Wash area down with fresh soapy water Repeat 
as required. Depending upon the paint type and 
number of layers of paint present you may need 
to repeat the application in some areas

Apparently, as long as it's not allowed to dry out it 
will continue to work. If you are feeling lazy, they rec-
ommend covering the applied area with Clingfilm and 
you can then leave it up to 24 hours before removing.

For the purposes of this review, I will be testing it on 
five miniatures; two plastic (GW), one metal and two 
“fine-cast” (I could not quite bring myself to call them 
resin). 

The miniatures will be divided into two groups; 60 
mins (2x plastic, the metal and one of the fine-cast), 
and 24 Hours (the other plastic and resin miniatures).

Paint stripping has traditionally been a laborious and 
unpleasant process. It either takes a great deal of 
time, or requires the use of some pretty nasty chem-
icals (brake fluid, acetone etc). These are particular-
ly problematic if, like me, you have young children, a 
lack of well-ventilated working area or both. Biostrip 
however, presents a viable alternative.

What is Biostrip 20?
To put it crudely, Biostrip 20 is an aqueous paint strip-
per, containing a small quantity of Benzyl Alcohol. Not 
only is it solvent and VOC free, pH neutral, non-toxic, 
non-caustic and non-flammable, but it is also non-tox-
ic – a major bonus in my book (I’m not a Salesman, 
honest)!
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So, what’s the verdict?
So, based on the above, I am very impressed, and 
would certainly recommend Biostrip 20 for removing 
paint from plastic and metal miniatures; although you 
may end up with some staining from dark coloured 
undercoats, there is no visible loss of detail, and the 
process is altogether far less painful than using Dettol 
or acetone. Combine this with reduced mess, lack of 
odour and the fact that it is not harmful to the envi-
ronment (or more to the point, me), it seems like and 
easy recommendation to make. With resin however, I 
personally would avoid it – I just don’t think it is worth 
the risk. 

Regarding availability, the good news is that Biostrip 
as a company do ship internationally. Shipping is also 
free on orders over £20.00 to the UK mainland. The 
product can be ordered directly from :
www.biostrip.co.uk. 

So, for Group 1, all I have done is dip them in the Biostrip, making sure that the model is completely cov-
ered. 60 Minutes later, I gave each model a 30 second scrub with a toothbrush. This was the result! 

First off, for the plastic and metal models, there was 
no discernible effect on the materials. Detail was 
maintained, there was no softening and the vast ma-
jority of the paint was removed (with the exception 
of some black staining on the plastic model). A quick 
re-spray with undercoat, and I do not believe it would 
be possible to tell that it had been previously painted 
and stripped. The resin however, was a different sto-
ry. Now, it may be the poor quality of Finecast, but 
there is a slight, although perceptible softening and a 
change in texture (it now seems rather rubbery). As a 
side note, it also appears to soften superglue, so met-
al models may need reassembled post stripping. 

Then it was onto Group 2! Having left the models for 
24 hours, I gave them an identical scrub. As before, 
the plastic is unaltered, however the paint is just slid-
ing off. I see no reason why you would not leave all 
your plastic and metal miniatures for 24 hours plus, it 
seems to work like a dream! The “fine-cast” however 
is a disaster; the miniature has softened to the extent 
that it is unusable. 
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A PRICE TO PAY
A narrative by: 2DSick

The common folk of Ravendale lived a life of comfort. 
Afforded, no doubt by the compassion and pragma-
tism of their lord and keeper, Baron Vortz. The bor-
derland was small but enjoyed relative wealth due 
to the great salt mines that burrowed deep beneath 
Raven's Keep. 

Baron Vortz’s generosity was odd and he was consid-
ered a black sheep amongst the nobility of the East-
ern provinces. For his peers leached from their peo-
ple in labour and taxes to such an extent that some 
were even rumoured to feed on their very blood! 

The Raven's Keep walls shook with every impact as 
the Vostrani artillery pounded through the night. The 
great Keep had never fallen even before the time 
of his Grandfather, the Legendary General of Sonn-
stahl’s Eastern Battalion, Vladmisk “the implacable” 
Vortz. Despite his Father's ruination, the Vortz family 

had a long history of loyal service to the throne. Peu-
tier wondered silently whether if it were not for the 
sins of his father, would he still be here, like this? Sur-
rounded by the armies of men who once bounced him 
on their knees as a babe, besieged and without ally.

Even his Elected Count found him to be a mystery but 
made no attempt to de-seat him as his tithes were 
regular, lands at peace and raised strong and loyal sol-
diers. 

For the wealth of his people, the price Peutier Vortz 
paid was a simple and humble existence with only 
minimal house staff necessary for the running of the 
estates. His pragmatism grew as he once too had 
known poverty even as a noble because for each of 
the honours and lands bestowed on his grandfather, 
were gambling debts and vices of his father! 

Peutier Vortz despaired. He feared not for the loss of his lands nor to be stripped of the titles he was born into. 
He feared for his people as he knew they would give their last breath for him. A price he was sure would be 
paid in full...
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Karathal, Vortz’s Grand Meister and spiritual advisor 
had been counselling the young Baron for the last 
hours of the siege. Worrying reports were flooding 
in from the Guard Commanders. Rations were low 
where they were not rotten. A pox was spreading 
through the northern district but the meisters and 
surgeons were over burdened seeing to the injured 
being brought off the battlements.

“All is lost my old friend. Our pleas for help… . Our 
prayers to the gods, old and new… all of it. Unan-
swered. We're all doomed to die here. If only there 
was something! Anything! My Grandfather would be 
ashamed…. “

As a single tear rolled down his cheek, Karathal’s nor-
mally kind face became steely cold.

“There is a way… but the price… I”

“KARATHAL IF THERE IS A WAY! SPEAK OF IT”, 
screamed Peutier, leaping to his feet.

“I'm sorry my lord… I should not have spoken”....

Vladmisk “The Implacable” had spent so much time 
in the services of the throne that he had not known 
his son in person but only by the rarest of letters. His 
wife had died in childbirth and he coped with his loss 
by drowning his sorrows with the cacophony of bat-
tle. Growing up wealthy and undisciplined, Balitore 
Vortz lacked every quality deserving of the titles he 
was born into. He was spoilt, cocky and headstrong. 
Vladmisk, on his deathbed, left Balitore everything ex-
cept the love of a father. As his eyes closed for the last 
time, Balitore waved his hand to the servants waiting 
by the door. He is reported to have callously ordered 
them to, “remove the stranger who was laying in his 
(Balitore’s) bed”. 

Peutier slammed the old meister to the wall, shock-
ing himself with the force he used. He hastened, “NO! 
WHAT WAY? WHAT PRICE?” he released his grip and 
slumped to the ground, “I'm sorry old friend… I'm just 
so… “

Balitore Vortz lived a life of excess and vice. He mar-
ried quickly but not through love, it was a good match 
to gain valuable ally but his wife died in childbirth as 
his mother did and his father in law died in battle that 
same season. Some say he fell on the blade from sad-
ness at the loss of his daughter.

 
“Desperate?” Karathal interjected. The broken Baron 
nodded in reply. “There is a book. In the vaults. One 
your father coveted. He spoke of what is was just be-
fore he passed and I fear….“ a real terror built in his 
eyes as he finished, “... I fear it is why he died as he 
did.”

With each passing year Balitore Vortz’s vice became 
deeper and more depraved. He hoarded a great num-
ber of forbidden tomes whilst throwing the family for-
tune away on whores, wagers and intoxication until all 
that was left were a string of gambling debts owed to 
neighbouring nobles. In time the Elected Count had 
resolved the Vortz debts by portioning off the land his 
Father had worked so hard for. Broken and penniless 
Balitore Vortz died in the very streets of his own city. 
Found in an alleyway with a strange jewelled dagger 
in his back. 
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Vortz and Karathal descended in the Vaults of Raven's 
Keep. The cries of pain and despair that had become 
the theme of Ravendale’s streets after eight months 
of siege faded to an uneasy silence as they descend-
ed, discussing what few secrets Balitore had shared 
with the Grand Meister. Tales of bodily possession, 
unworldly gifts and immortality. Legends of deities 
so ancient as to make the old gods look newborn. 
As they reached the vaults Peutier knew exactly why 
Karathal was reluctant to speak of it. He understood 
the power within this book, The Necronomicon. He 
also understood the great price that must be paid.

But for the love of his people, he would pay any price.

Aged just 17 and with what little estate remained of 
Ravendale, the new Baron had a difficult task ahead of 
him. Compensating for his inexperience, Peutier leant 
heavily on his advisors, Commander of the Guard - 
Galnyr, Orator Michaelov and Grand Meister Karath-
al. Each of them had served his grandfather well and 
patiently survived his father. Between their great ex-
perience and Peutier’s compassion the province was 
nursed back to health. The noble worked with his 
people as much as they laboured for him to undo the 
wrongs of his father. For a decade the wealth of Rav-
endale grew, its people lived better lives, salt miners 
and keep guard men alike grew to love the Baron and 
he grew to love his people. 

Karathal looked up from the closed book and asked 
one more time, “are you sure?”

“for my people. Any price”

And with that the Grand Meister opened The 
Necronomicon. As the cover swung open the pages 
seemed to evaporate into a bluey smoke that re-
minded Peutier of the pipe his father once smoked. 
It was enchanting and the two stared at it in silence 
as it danced within the binding. Then, in a fraction 
of a fraction of a second, the smoke twitched into 
the form of a clawed hand with dagger like fingers 
which struck into Karathal’s hood like a snake killing 
its prey.

Peutier screamed but the sound was drowned out 
by an louder, unearthly scream as Karathal’s face 
was ripped down into the book. The unearthly ca-
cophony bellowed from within the void that now 
resided in the Meister’s cowl…

The first price had been paid.

A PRICE TO PAY
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Men who once broke bread with Vladmisk The Im-
placable and collected debts from Balitore The 
Wasteful watched with intrigue and envy as time 
passed. Some became jealous of Ravendale’s wealth. 
Meanwhile, others believed the Vortz name still owed 
them debts. They mocked him from a distance calling 
him The Pauper That Would Be King. As time passed 
further neighboring Lords became more bold with 
their claims until, on the 10th anniversary of Balitore 
Vortz’s death, the Lord of the Vostan province made 
open demands that an outrageous debt be paid back 
in full. Peutier met with reason and calm but nothing 
would stop the escalation. The fourth messenger to 
return was found to be a headless corpse tied upon 
his stead. 

The other worldly screams subsided enough for Peu-
tier to hear his own thoughts. Just. Amidst the con-
stant screaming, a voice began to drone in a low 
boom that defied the speech of a normal man.

“THE FIRST PRICE IS PAYED! “

It boomed. Vortz cried out, “Karathal? is… is that 
you?”

“WE ARE KHA’ARATHA’AL AND WE FEEL YOUR PAIN, 
YOUR DESPAIR, YOUR FEARFEAR. SPEAK THE WORDS 
AND IT WILL ALL BE NO MORE. LET ME EMBRACE YOU 
AS YOU LOVE THOSE YOU SOUGHT TO PROTECT!”

As it spoke for a second time, the faceless thing that 
was once Karathal softened its voice like a parent 
talking a baby to sleep. “what words?” Peutier asked. 
The same bluish smoke rose above the book forming 
strange symbols in the air that hurt his eyes to gaze 
upon. His lips moved forming their shape, his throat 
tightened and began to burn and three words he had 
never known before spilt from his mouth as a whis-
per.

“THE DEAL IS DONE”

Boomed Kha’aratha’al The Faceless and as if 
everything at once was sucked back into the pages of 
the book, the noise, the dank air, the unnatural light 
and even time itself seemed to cease to exist.

ISSUE #005 - SEPTEMBER 2017
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A PRICE TO PAY

Alone and outnumbered, Baron Vortz ordered the 
city to retreat into Raven's Keep and prepare for the 
coming siege. Great war engines were raised to the 
ramparts and the surrounding woodland splintered 
into arrow shafts. What couldn't be harvested in time 
was burnt to deny his enemies. A messenger at last 
returned from the capital of Sonnstahl. Aid was prom-
ised within eight days march. 

Eight months of the siege passed by and stoicism 
turned to unrest. Unrest became despair and a young 
Baron, for the love of his people would be prepared to 
do anything. Pay any price. 

On the first day of the ninth month, as the sun set 
on the siege of Raven's Keep, the defenders cannons 
fell silent. The walls were deserted as an eerie silence 
fell. Thinking the defenders broken, the Vostan Army 
advanced on the keep, prepared to breach but as 
they marched closer the gate swung open as if it had 
never been barred. The attackers stormed in ready to 
slaughter whomever remained. Nothing could pre-
pare them for what they found.

Galnyr knew what was coming and advised the Baron that they must prepare for war. To raise banners and 
meet the Vostrani in the fields. Messages were sent to all the neighbouring provinces, asking for assistance 
against the Vostan army. None came. Blackbushe and the Vanderwelde even joined forces with the Vostrani 
seeking the spoils of war. 
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The first men into the main antechamber stopped 
dead in their tracks. One man began to vomit, vio-
lently whilst the others collapsed, killed by the shock 
of what they found. The whole keep was painted with 
gore. Gargoyles of flesh and bone adorned the walls. 
A black, slick liquid seemed to cover every surface 
and wall. The place stunk of death and corruption 
and was filled with bloated human forms that made 
mockery of the men that were once here.

Suddenly the welcoming, open keep doors slammed 
shut. A battalion of men within its embrace. A single 
spear of light was the only illumination in the once 
great hall. Panic spread like wildfire as the once hu-
man forms began moving, squelching in the dark-
ness. The trapped men began screaming or uttering 
prayers. Suddenly it seemed as if the back wall was 
collapsing and a huge structure lumbered forwards 
in the darkness. The great structure reached the light 
showing itself.

Peutier agreed with his new master. They must pay 
the price. They spoke in unison.

“DRINK OF MY FEAR MORTALS 
SAVOUR MY DESPAIR”

“Peutier? What have you become?” screamed the 
Marquise of Blackbushe. The decaying behemoth 
before them raised its armoured head to inspect the 
insect that dared to speak. It unfurled broken wings 
and spread them wide before proclaiming...

“WE ARE PEUTRIFECTUS 
THE BLIGHT OF RAVENDALE 

BY YOUR SUMMONS 
BY YOUR SINS

BY YOUR GREED
HAVE YOU UNLEASHED US ON YOUR LANDS

THE PRICE HAS BEEN PAYED AND
FOR WHAT HAS BEEN ROUGHT, YOU SHALL ALSO PAY 

THE PRICE. 

FROM THE VALE OF VOSTAN TO THE HEART OF SONN-
STAHL 

THE DEBTS OF YOUR ACTION
THE DEBTS OF YOUR APATHY
ALL WILL BE PAID IN FULL.“

The screams from Raven's Keep could be heard from 
miles around. For eight months and one day before 
the blighted land fell silent. Men continued to send 
armies into Ravenblight. Those who returned were 
broken men, driven mad with visions. 
One such man facing death at the gallows, before 
being cut short by the executioner is recorded as 
screeching:

“The price must be paid. 
For our apathy we are doomed. 

When the screaming hall falls silent The Behemoth 
of Decay will descend on these lands on broken 

wings. 
The price must be paid. 

Peutrifectus Ravenblight is coming!
The price must be paid.

The price must b…."

2DSick on Youtube
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Upon my arrival in Guênac, I was granted 
audience with King Henry. The youth of his moniker is 
apparent, yet there is a fire within him which was absent 
from his father. Where Dukes once laughed behind Louis' 
back, their sons now attend upon their King's command. 
All await to see if he might attain the heights of his 
grandfather's renown, perhaps by sealing the burgeoning alliance 
with Volskaya.

Granted promise of patronage for my maps of Equitaine, I 
walked the docks in search of a vessel to take me to the sea. 
There I heard the merchants concluding bargains for the sale 
of grain, timber and cloth, most often to Sonnstahl. The 
coin generated in revenues will no doubt fund Equitaine's 
crusades in the name of the Lady.

KINGDOM OF EQUITAINE

9

Since my arrival in Equitaine, I feel as though the sun 
has turned back in the sky and an Age long past come 
again. A land of mists and mystery, the way of life here 
is almost unchanged in a thousand years. Ancient forests, 
filled with wondrous creatures, parting before the castles 
of nobility and farmland of peasantry.

This division of classes informs every part of life 
here, from law and politics, to commerce and religion. 
Only in one place are both sides united: the fervour of 
the Crusades. There, ardent believers spread the belief 
of the Lady and seek her glory across the world - 
tutoring those who believe them mere relics that 
mastery of horse and lance is a deadly weapon.

In the years that fo
llowed Uther's reign

, the ways of 

the Lady were embraced by our nobles. Those who 

follow Her embark upon a personal and spiritual 

journey, dedicatin
g much of their 

life to Her service. 

The peasantry are told l
egends of her g

race, yet 

some choose the
 embrace of oth

er gods. Such follies 

are tolerat
ed, though malcontents who would foment 

discord aga
inst Her servants are deal

t with sternly.

Women blessed by
 the Lady's touch are marked 

with mystic talents, drawing strength from the 

wild land, calling forth Her shelterin
g hand, 

even shaping the heave
ns above. M

en who would 

follow the path o
f Gilles de Raux and his kind are 

banished, to find home in other lands. Rumours 

abound of a wizard walking the land, preachin
g 

of the Lady's blessings to all w
ho ask and stirring 

rebellion among the peasa
ntry, yet such rumours 

have persis
ted for cen

turies.

Knights of the RealmThe foundation upon which this noble Kingdom is built. Sworn to King and honour, each serves at the pleasure of a Duke, enforcing his commands upon enemy and peasant alike.

Knights of the QuestThe most pious of knights are blessed with visions from the Lady, causing them to forego lance and wealth and embark on quests of hardship and danger. Foremost is the search for the Grail, a fabled relic sought by all who serve Her.

Knights of the GrailThose few who earn the attentions of the Lady transcend all others. Rumoured to have drunk from the Grail itself, their hand is moved by divine purpose and they are as avatars of the Lady, enforcing her will and sitting in judgement, even over nobility.

PaladinsUnerring servants of the King, chosen from among his most trusted knights. Tasked with vital duties by our sovereign, Paladins may be found leading the search for heretics and fiends within the borders of the kingdom, or commanding Equitan armies.

Knights ForlornMost of this strange collection hail from the traditional lands of Brezann. Shamed by past failure, the knights of Brezann took their new name, eschewing horse and lance until their honour is restored. Their numbers are bolstered by disgraced knights from across the realm, seeking to remove stains upon their character.
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Upon my arrival in Guênac, I was granted 
audience with King Henry. The youth of his moniker is 
apparent, yet there is a fire within him which was absent 
from his father. Where Dukes once laughed behind Louis' 
back, their sons now attend upon their King's command. 
All await to see if he might attain the heights of his 
grandfather's renown, perhaps by sealing the burgeoning alliance 
with Volskaya.

Granted promise of patronage for my maps of Equitaine, I 
walked the docks in search of a vessel to take me to the sea. 
There I heard the merchants concluding bargains for the sale 
of grain, timber and cloth, most often to Sonnstahl. The 
coin generated in revenues will no doubt fund Equitaine's 
crusades in the name of the Lady.

KINGDOM OF EQUITAINE

9

Since my arrival in Equitaine, I feel as though the sun 
has turned back in the sky and an Age long past come 
again. A land of mists and mystery, the way of life here 
is almost unchanged in a thousand years. Ancient forests, 
filled with wondrous creatures, parting before the castles 
of nobility and farmland of peasantry.

This division of classes informs every part of life 
here, from law and politics, to commerce and religion. 
Only in one place are both sides united: the fervour of 
the Crusades. There, ardent believers spread the belief 
of the Lady and seek her glory across the world - 
tutoring those who believe them mere relics that 
mastery of horse and lance is a deadly weapon.

In the years that fo
llowed Uther's reign

, the ways of 

the Lady were embraced by our nobles. Those who 

follow Her embark upon a personal and spiritual 

journey, dedicatin
g much of their 

life to Her service. 

The peasantry are told l
egends of her g

race, yet 

some choose the
 embrace of oth

er gods. Such follies 

are tolerat
ed, though malcontents who would foment 

discord aga
inst Her servants are deal

t with sternly.

Women blessed by
 the Lady's touch are marked 

with mystic talents, drawing strength from the 

wild land, calling forth Her shelterin
g hand, 

even shaping the heave
ns above. M

en who would 

follow the path o
f Gilles de Raux and his kind are 

banished, to find home in other lands. Rumours 

abound of a wizard walking the land, preachin
g 

of the Lady's blessings to all w
ho ask and stirring 

rebellion among the peasa
ntry, yet such rumours 

have persis
ted for cen

turies.
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Knights of the GrailThose few who earn the attentions of the Lady transcend all others. Rumoured to have drunk from the Grail itself, their hand is moved by divine purpose and they are as avatars of the Lady, enforcing her will and sitting in judgement, even over nobility.

PaladinsUnerring servants of the King, chosen from among his most trusted knights. Tasked with vital duties by our sovereign, Paladins may be found leading the search for heretics and fiends within the borders of the kingdom, or commanding Equitan armies.

Knights ForlornMost of this strange collection hail from the traditional lands of Brezann. Shamed by past failure, the knights of Brezann took their new name, eschewing horse and lance until their honour is restored. Their numbers are bolstered by disgraced knights from across the realm, seeking to remove stains upon their character.
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INTERNAL BALANCE AT THE ETC
Internal and External balance are terms that are regularly used to discuss power levels of armies and units 
within each army. From tournament results, it is relatively easy to assess the external balance of an army. This 
can tell us how competitive each army is against other armies. Equally important is internal balance. Internal 
balance shows how units within the army compare against each other. Well Internally balanced armies will 
provide you with multiple interesting options to build your force. Such armies will have neither any ‘auto 
include’ units nor options that are unused by players. Armies balanced well internally will allow you to create 
very different army lists which will be equally competitive.

An article by: JimMorr

Furthermore, internal balance is partly responsible 
for an armies’ army's character. An internally bal-
anced army will encourage playstyles that are viewed 
as a characteristic play style for a given army. Inter-
nal balancing is a tricky thing. While it is important to 
provide multiple builds for an army and to not restrict 
army playstyles, it should not disrupt external bal-
ance. This analysis is an initial attempt to put Internal 
balance into a statistical format.

For the following analysis three armies have been 
chosen and the lists taken from this year’s ETC tourna-
ment. Vermin Swarm (15 lists), Kingdom of Equitaine 
(18 lists) and Empire of Sonnstahl (7 lists). 

These armies' characters are strongly connected to 
with each other. The KoE is a human army which of 
course draws some parallels to the EoS and common 
traits are unavoidable. While VS are described as a 
mockery of human civilization – something similar but 
disturbingly contrasted to the human factions. 
It should be noted that ETC lists tend to be built for 
specific roles because they are prepared for a team 
tournament and can be skewed heavily in one direc-
tion or another. Nevertheless, the ETC allows for a 
large pool of data because of the size of the tourna-
ment. The lists also represent armies coming from a 
wide geographic range of very different local metas. 
In addition, due to the its competitive nature, the 
ETC is a very good place to look for any aberrations 
of internal balance. The players are interested in 
having the best and most optimized lists as possible, 
meaning that the data should show which units are 
the strongest on average. It should also be noted that 
there were only seven EoS lists which I could analyze, 
which is a much smaller sample size than the other 
two armies in this article. 

Profiling the Armies by Unit Popularity
In the first step, I have created a graph for each of the 
three armies showing the popularity of each of the 
units in each of the three armies.
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On first glimpse the graphs, are completely different. 
Empire of Sonnstahl displays a shape similar to a bell 
curve with three units (Knights of Sun Griffons, Impe-
rial Guard and Heavy Infantry) being the most popular 
choices. It suggests that this army's balance is quite 
healthy, no unit is dominating the lists. There are per-
haps some problems with such a long list of absent 
units, those that no one picked up, epecially Light In-
fantry and Knightly Orders. Those are considered one 
of the flagship units of EoS character. Their absence 
suggests that they fell victims to other units with simi-
lar role in the army: State Militia and Electoral Cavalry. 

The Kingdom of Equitatine graph is almost linear 
which is not necessarily a bad sign. Apart from Peas-
ant Levys, no unit is dominating in the army. However, 
when you look at the most popular choices (Peasant 
Levy, Duke, Damsel) a question mark appears; is this 
is really the profile of an Arthurian army? There is also 
an important absent unit: Knights Forlorn. Compar-
ing Knights Forlorn with Imperial Guard one might a 
question if it is a matter of internal or external bal-
ance. The units are relatively similar in profile, espe-
cially considering that Knights Forlorn do not have any 
competition in KoE. 

Clearly the Vermin Swarm graph is a disaster. The ex-
ponential curve confirms what has been discussed 
continually on the forums. The army is currently dom-
inated by a single unit, Plague Disciples. Plague Broth-
erhood and Grenadiers are the next popular choices 
which hardly contributes to a profile of a swarm army. 
The army also has a long tail of unpopular units.

Going into details
In the next step average point value for each unit has 
been compared with point allowance for a unit. Point 
allowance has been calculated based on the maxi-
mum number of units and models in the unit, where 
applicable, or category allowance. For units with no 
restriction, point allowance has been set to 2250 
points.

In this analysis both VS and KoE look quite average. 
For both armies, the most used up allowance is for 
catapult-type war machines. Neither army exceeds 
60% of their total allowance which does not indicate 
an abuse or imbalance. EoS is a different story. The 
Steam Tank is a real ‘must have’ in the army: out of 
7 players, 6 took it. If there was no 0-1 restriction we 
might see a spam of that unit.
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Digging deeper
In the next analysis, a search for single-build units 
has been attempted. The following formula has been 
used:

SQRT(DEVSQ(P))/AVERAGE(P)/COUNT(P)

Where P stands for a list of point values of a given 
unit.

The graphs show how varied was the point costs of 
the units in different army lists were, the higher the 
value the more variation.

Very high results on these graphs mean that the unit 
has been taken only by one player. This could indicate 
that the choice is underpowered compared to the 
other choices. It is not always bad sign – some choices 
like an Imperial Prince riding a Dragon are very specif-
ic and there is no surprises that competitive players 
may refrain from using them. However, Reiters, The 
Green Knight, Peasant Crusaders, Vermin Hulks and 
Foodpads have been taken as a single choice in a sin-
gle army list. This could indicate that they are in need 
of attention.

Very low results on the graph mean that the unit, in 
all army lists, had very similar point costs. In the case 
of characters, results below 0.1 may signal a similar 
build repeated in all armies. It is true in the case of 
Empire where all wizards were wizard masters with 4 
spells, most with the same combination of ring of fire 
and dispel scroll. It is also true for VS Chief who in each 
and every case has been the BSB with no magic items. 
Both those cases suggest other options being much 
less optimal when compared to those two builds. It 
is not true for KoE characters which have shown that 
high variety and similar point costs come as a result of 
alternative options having similar costs or using their 
magical items limit fully. 

In the case of units, we should look at the level of 0.2 
rather than 0.1 to signal poor variety in points size. 
Such low results, especially compared with a higher 
average point cost per unit, signals that the same unit 
appears in each and every army. In the case of EoS 
it applies to Imperial Guard, State Militia and Heavy 
Infantry. Looking closely we notice one thing that was 
not visible during the army profiling stage: EoS might 
suffer from too little variety. All Imperial armies are 
variants of the same army really, based on blocks of 
Imperial Guard and Heavy Infantry supported by State 
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Militia. While it is a perfectly valid build matching the 
character of the army, a bit more variation in playstyle 
could be welcome. There were only 7 EoS lists avail-
able and it might be the result of too narrow a rep-
resentation rather than an internal balance problem. 
In the case of Vermin Swarm Plague Brotherhood, 
Plague Disciples and Grenadiers occupy the lower part 
of the graph, confirming once again that the Vermin 
army has become a plague army with minor variation. 
An interesting point to note is the presence of Vermin 
Guard and Rats-at-arms in the 0.2 region. Both those 
units appeared in most lists usually deployed at min-
imum size and in the case of VG almost always with 
the Lighting Rod.

Conclusions
While this analysis was just a general overview of 
three armies, more data should be looked at to really 
get into the details of army imbalances. Magic item 
builds and character mounts for example could also 
be analysed for balance.

Nevertheless, it is clear to see that from the ETC lists, 
the Vermin Swarm are in a very poor place for internal 
balance. The Plague units are dominating their army 
book and there are very similar character builds. The 
VS armies have what seems to be a single build and 
playstyle with little variation. The Empire of Sonnas-
tahl seem to be strongest of the three when it comes 
to internal balance of units, however from the point 
analysis the army builds themselves are quite similar. 
More variation could be found by incentives to take 
different sized units and more magic item options 
could see different wizard builds for example. Final-
ly, the Kingdom of Equitaine is a mixture of balance 
issues. When looking at the lists themselves, KoE had 
two completely different army styles which is not vis-
ible in the data. While the character builds are inter-
esting and varied, Peasant Levys are clearly the most 
popular unit and there are some units in the book 
that are taken very rarely. 
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THE ETC EXPERIENCE
An article by: Jack “Eternal Flitter” Austin

If you have frequented the ninth age forums recently then you will have noticed everyone talking about the 
European Team Championships, or ETC. The ETC are the largest international team tournaments for minia-
tures games. This year, I was lucky enough to be chosen for Team Wales! In this article, I will describe my 
experience of playing Vampire Covenant for Wales at this years’ event. 

First off, the “team format” is a little different to how 
most people play their Ninth Age. Usually all the teams 
prepare months in advance by writing their lists to-
gether, practicing against the possible opponents lists 
and ensuring that they understand which matchups 
are good for which armies. This is possibly the most 
important part of the tournament. The way it works 
is that every round the teams face off to determine 
who will play who. Clearly this means that some play-
ers may be given "good" match-ups and others may 
be “thrown under the bus" and given bad ones. The 
system of drawing up matchups is quite complex, but 
what it means is that there is an expectation of how 
well your game will go. Either you are expected to go 

and get points (good match up) or, batten down the 
hatches and avoid giving too many away (bad match 
up). So in theory if all your players with good match 
ups can win some solid victories: 13-7 or above, and 
those players who have bad match ups can try and 
conserve their points by only loosing small or getting 
a draw, over all 8 players you should come out on top. 
The matchup process is obviously important because 
the more good matchups you have, the higher chance 
you will have of winning the round.

My Vampire Coven army was an all-comers list and 
therefore my matchups were all fairly average so any 
points I could bring back for the team was a bonus.

Day 1
First up was the Netherlands where I was paired into 
double cannon, pyromancy Ogre Khans. On paper, 
this not a great match-up. The cannons are a direct 
threat to the Shrieking Horrors and the Altars, and the 
pyromancer is a good counter to my chaff and wraith 
units. The double Altar of Undeath in my list is giving 
essentially an army wide 5+ Regen save. Walking to-
wards an army full of flaming attacks is slightly suicidal 
due to them negating the regeneration. This time I got 
lucky on spells. He didn't roll Flaming swords which 
meant I was not under as much pressure to conserve 
points and I could actually take the fight to him. Un-
fortunately, none of this mattered. During the game I 
left him a juicy overrun which meant he made it into 
my backline and I ended up going down in quite a big 
loss. 3-17 to the Dutch.

In the second game, we had a rematch against the 
Irish team we had played in practice the day before. 
I got paired into their French mercenary Thibault 
(ANKOR on the ninth age forums). This was possi-
bly the most incredible game of ninth age I’ve ever 
played! A vampire mirror match could have been 
boring, but our lists made it anything but! His zombie 
dragon general pushed up into my face turn 1 and I 
called my coach over for a time out. I wanted to know 

Jack “Eternal Flitter” Austin

Vampire covenant – Pigmar 
Bloodline army: Von Karnstein

360   Midnight Aristocracy, Vampire courtier 
 Von Karnstein, General, Dead arise, 
 Wizard apprentice, 1 Learned spell, 
 Evocation, Unholy tome 
160   Necromancer, Wizard apprentice, 1 
 Learned spell, Evocation
160   Necromancer, Wizard apprentice, 1 
 Learned spell, Evocation
220   Banshee
220 Banshee
116   8x Dire wolves
410   37x Skeletons, C, M, S, War banner, 
 Hand weapon and Shield
130   20x3 Zombies, M
460   Altar of Undeath, Dark tome
400   Altar of Undeath
80   2x2 Great bats
216   2x6 Wraiths
500   2x1 Shrieking horror

4498  Total points
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whether I should try to scream it off the table and risk 
losing the game if it didn’t die - we elected to go for it! 
He failed every regeneration save he needed to make 
and crumbled to dust! Unfortunately, a lot of his units 
survived the death of the general, most importantly 
his altars and winged reapers. The Reapers prompt-
ly counter charged and ripped through my shrieking 
horrors and most of my army. Crucially, my own Altars 
of Undeath survived and shredded a lot of the rest 
of his units. The conclusion of the game left both my 
altars and some zombies versus one of his Altars and 
a scattering of bruised units. Overall, I ended up losing 
the game 6-14 with the victory points being 3909 to 
my 3547. Clearly ETC isn’t just about hiding units and 
trying to get small wins!

Day Two
On to the third round of games. Yet another rematch 
of a practice game: the New Zealanders. They even-
tually won most sporting team which was very well 
deserved: they were great fun, much like all our op-
ponents. This game I thought the matchup meant a 
small loss since his Infernal Dwarves with another Py-
romancer in combination with his artillery could very 
well shoot off enough points to win him the game 
with little risk. The scenario was hold the centre and 
I quickly realized I would be able to settle for a small 
win by securing the centre of the board. Very few 
points were lost on both sides and the game finished 
11-9 to me. I asked him after the game how he had 
predicted the game would go, and to my surprise he 
thought I would steamroller him! Turns out we were 
both playing conservatively because we both thought 
that it was a bad match up. Amazing how people can 
interpret the same lists in completely different ways! 

Game 4 was against Finland and I was given anoth-
er mirror match against a Vampire army consisting 
of a Barrow Knight bus with flanking Vampire Spawn 
and Wraiths. I rated this strongly in my favour since 
I thought I could chaff and redirect his knights while 
dealing with the rest of his army before coming back 
and picking them off at the end. Thankfully this is al-
most exactly what happened in the game. The Shriek-
ing Horrors with 4+ regeneration from the Altars man-
aged to outfight the enemy Spawn and Wraiths with 
help from the Banshees. With one turn to go I shot 
everything into his general’s unit of Barrow Knights 
that had gone untouched in the game. Two Strength 6 
damage auras from the Altars, four Banshee “Wails of 
Woe” and two Shrieking Horrors killed all the knights 
and reduced both Vampires to one wound. So close 

to total annihilation! 19-1 to me in the end. Again, an-
other very friendly opponent and a fun game.

Following that game, we went out for food and drinks, 
like most nights. However, that night was when the 
declaration was made that you needed to consume 
as many shots of tequila as points you had scored that 
day! Needless to say, some of us weren’t very fresh in 
the morning and ready for game 5. 

Day 3
Our opponents on the final morning were Bulgar-
ia and I was given the decent match-up of Gio and 
his Dread Elves. Up to this game Gio had managed a 
combined total of 5 points from his 4 games.  Even 
in my hungover state I was fairly confident when also 
considering the match-up. He attempted to offer me 
a 10-10 draw so I wouldn’t have to play the game, 
but I knew I should get more out of it than that. We 
played the game and the combination of the shrieking 
horrors and altars proved too much for the elves and 
I managed to bag a 15-5 win. S6 damage auras from 
the altars of undeath proving just a bit too strong for 
his BSB on Divine Altar. 

Finally, we had the immense pleasure of playing the 
Norwegian team who had come (appropriately?) 
dressed as druids. They had also brought an ‘intimi-
dating flagpole’ that they left on the end of whatever 
row they were playing on. In any case, yet another 
great team of friendly opponents. I was paired against 
an Ogre army with no magic and no shooting, with 
two Tusker mounted Hunters as the BSB and Gener-
al! I managed to chaff well initially and to get into a 
position to kill both characters and his main block of 
tribesmen by turn 2. However, this is where I made a 
huge mistake and forgot to check if there was enough 
space for a counter charge when my main skeleton 
unit got charged by a Rock Auroch and 4 tuskers. They 
eventually ground out the whole unit and ended up 
costing me the entire game. So, I went from a certain 
20-0 to losing 19-1!

Overall team Wales finished 19th out of 32 which we 
were happy with. We certainly managed to be com-
petitive and have plenty of fun at the same time. Any-
one who is ever thinking about going to the ETC ought 
to keep this in mind. Whilst the games are very seri-
ous and competitive at the end of the day we’re all 
there for the same reason: to throw dice around and 
have a bit of a laugh. If you’re going to Zagreb next 
year I hope to see you there!
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